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S t a c e y  S c h l o s s e r
I m m e d i a t e  P a s t  P r e s i d e n t

There is a famous poem entitled “Welcome to Holland”.  It 
is about a couple who dream of going to Italy, plan a busy 
itinerary touring Italy, only to find their airplane land in 
Holland.  This metaphor is meant to bring perspective to 
parents of special needs children, who must immediately 
reorient their visions of parenthood.  Holland is a beautiful 
place with lots of sites to visit, history to explore and 
foods to enjoy.  But it is not Italy.  Plans must be changed.  I 
experienced this personally.  And this is what came to mind 
when I was asked to reflect upon our year during Covid. 

Our quarantine, our life in slower motion, our networks 
much tinier… this was our Holland, as was our family and 
temple life during the Pandemic Year.  It was not the plan.  It 
was not the vision.  It was not the norm.

Our Covid year brought much innovation, alternative access 
points, and deepened understanding and connections.  This 
year allowed us to see how change can be positive and 
uplifting.  The pandemic brought us out of the “this is the 
way it’s always been done” and into the “how can we make 
this work for now”… and for the future!

Our Kehillah members volunteered their time to support a 
multitude of efforts, opened their Zoom boxes to let us into 
their homes, increased their charitable giving to support the 
needs of the congregation, and found new ways to engage in 
worship, study, activism, and activities to celebrate holidays, 
friendships, and community.  I do hope you were able to con-
nect with TBO during this year in ways that were meaningful 
to you.  

The Reentry Task Force and the Fusion Task Force are hard 
at work as we transition back to a future that is yet unde-
fined. We know it will include a multi access approach as we 
learned so much about the varied needs and interests of our 
congregants this past year.  As I write this, in person services 
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are on the horizon, HHD will be multi access including in person sanctuary services, Sisterhood 
just had a lovely event in our newly beautified courtyard and the Spring B’nai Mitzvah families 
have been welcomed back to the sanctuary.  It has been my privilege to be at some of these 
events and help us find the right balance for a safe return.  

This will be my last article as President of the Board of Trustees. My term was definitely a trip to 
Holland and not Italy.  Holland, too is a lovely place and I am truly honored to have been able to 
serve my community during this time.  I look forward to continuing my service on the Board and 
completing some projects I have started.  Thank you for your support during my tenure.

Stacey Schlosser
This Bul let in i s  publ ished quar ter ly  by

Temple B 'na i  Or
60 Overlook Road

Morr istown, NJ 07960

phone: 973 539 4539
fax:  973 539 2758

emai l :  o f f ice@templebnaior.org
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From the Rabbi

The Blessing of Faces: A Zoom 
Prayer 

by Alden Solovy

So many beautiful faces, 
So many radiant souls, 
Shining forth 
Into our hearts.

Look at those eyes. 
The smiles. 
The hopes. The fears. 
The yearning. The questioning. 
The compassion. 
The love.

Take it in. 
Take it all in. 
The tenderness. 
The humanity. 
The blessing of faces 
Arrayed before you. 
The blessing of faces, 
Given, 
And received.

As I am writing this, it is Friday afternoon, the time I spend to get ready for 
Shabbat. Every week, I hope to have time to spiritually prepare myself—I 
try to meditate on what has happened this week and what I will let go 
of for Shabbat. I also must  prepare the things I need to make sure that 
our community can also have a spiritual experience — sermons and Torah 
studies, special blessings to give during the upcoming services, phone calls to 
congregants before nightfall. And, for the past year plus, with the cantor and 
our wonderful volunteers, we prepare our digital Shabbat. 

Before the pandemic, I was agnostic about technology to enhance our 
Shabbat experience. I’m not talking about traditional Jewish laws about the 
use of technology on Shabbat. That was probably a factor, but it is more that 
I never really had an experience mediated through a screen that I would call 
“Shabbistic.” I have prayed during a streamed service, but I did not feel like 
I was a part of a community. It might as well have been a radio that I was 
singing along to. But now, forced upon us by necessity, for the last year and a 
half, we have prayed together as a community online. We have sung together 
and learned together. It is not the same as in-person in the sanctuary, where 
you feel the holiness of the community, but through the miracle of Zoom, I 
would call it a spiritual experience.

Now that we are entering a world of the new normal, we will again be 
entering our sanctuary together, and we will be a part of the community 
online. This “hybrid” experience (or as our congregant Karen Anolick taught 
me, our “fusion” experience) will continue to be a part of prayer at Temple 
B’nai Or. Using platforms like Zoom, with good cameras and sound, at the 
same time as being together in the building will allow us to be more inclusive 
of people who have mobility issues, who are out of town, who don’t have 
childcare, and of people who want to take the first step to check out what 
our community is about. 

I am no longer agnostic. I am a believer in the power of widening our tent 
through technology. Technology will never replace a hug, or the power of 
communal singing, but it also plays an important role in connecting. Since 
March of 2020, there have been many moments of true feeling of the presence 
of God while I was in front of the screen.  
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From the Cantor
The thought that the entire population of the universe can be impacted by an organism 
smaller than our eye can see is, on its own, a colossal thought. Each one of us has grappled 
with the enormity of this idea. The prayer we say about how “we’re all one” – Adonai Echad 
-- has taken on completely new light. If nothing else, this surreal feeling has awakened a 
great need for each one of us to understand how our lives are so greatly intertwined 
and interdependent. Perhaps, prior to this UNBELIEVABLE time, we may or may not have 
dwelled on these big questions for too long. 

For some of us, this has awakened a need to seek perspective through Judaism’s ancient 
lens for wisdom and prayer. If prayer is something we did not turn to before, we may have 
sought out community, one another, closeness, support. Needs that we know are truly 
human.  

This time has also awakened our need to ask questions about the deepest values Judaism 
addresses: truth and justice.  

So here we are, approximately eighteen months since we completely closed our spaces that we knew previously, barely 
beginning to process the impact, or imprint, this surreal experience has had on our body and soul. The world is informing us 
that we can begin.  We can emerge, open our doors, hug, and engage in all that we have before. However, many questions still 
loom in the air. What is truly important in our lives? Who are the people in whom we invest our time and energy?  

Perhaps this period has given us a glimpse of our fragility or finality. Sometimes, we humans, live as though we will never 
expire and will go on forever.  Yet this year has humbled our understanding of that prowess and we have felt so vulnerable and 
unprotected.  

So, what have we gained? Who are we today? What is important for us? What should we continue to seek? Which experiences 
should we continue to cultivate? Which new spiritual experiences have we discovered this year that we may want to hold 
onto? And more importantly, HOW? I started baking a weekly Challah which I have shared with a few community members 
through Sisterhood. I have discovered a beauty in the prayer experience in our forests. And so much more…Each one of us 
has discovered themselves, their children, their circles of love… anew. 

Aa community, we have certainly shown one another our strength, our embrace, standing together, by giving the most we 
could of ourselves to strengthen one another and strengthen our community. We prayed together even though apart, and we 
reached out a helping hand to the needy in ways we did not realize possible. While modernity and mainstream culture praise 
innovation, Judaism praises the ancient tradition, learning from our elders and from our ancient texts. 

At Charlie Beyer’s Bar Mitzvah, I learned about the Jubilee. Our Torah teaches us that every fifty years we have an opportunity 
-- as a civilization -- to begin again, to start over. Old debts are to be forgotten; slaves are to be freed. What are we enslaved 
by in our own lives and what are we holding onto that we can, perhaps, let go of? 

I pray for all of us, my family and my larger TBO family, that we remain aware and truly alive to consider the important 
experiences we have gleaned along this difficult journey. I pray that we are wiser and that we invest time and attention in 
what is truly important, in our community, in our family and in our future together. May we acknowledge and appreciate our 
discoveries and explorations of this difficult time. May we continue to cultivate a deep connection and meaningful relationship 
with each other and with Judaism.  
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From the Pre-School

F R A N C E S  A N D  H E R B E R T  B R O DY  P R E - S C H O O L

 “Who is wise?... one who learns from everyone.”- Pirkei Avot

The 2020-2021 school year was one where we learned as we went. The State provided us with 
the Covid guidelines for our pre-school on August 21st and we opened on Sept 8th with brand 
new protocols and procedures. It took our entire teaching and building staff working together to 
create a plan that seemed reasonable and safe. We are grateful to have such amazing partnerships 
with all our temple colleagues.

Perhaps the best thing that has happened is that we were able to learn from ourselves when 
looking to plan for the 2021-2022 school year. There were so many AMAZING things that 
occurred, that we are excited and proud to carry these new components into future years. 

Our teaching staff learned from one another. Forced by the necessity to envision new uses of 
space and technology, we had a unique opportunity to work together to co-construct spaces 
we had never thought to use before. Our beautiful grounds served as a landscape of exploration, 
adventure, physical activity, and learning. Sharing ideas and goals, our outdoor learning plan 
evolved throughout the year. This expanded commitment to outdoor education will remain an 
integral part of our school experience going forward.

We learned so much from and with the school families. We learned new ways to communicate, 
engage and involve parents outside of our building. We used technology to bring them into the 
classrooms without having them physically present. Going forward, we look to expand the use of 
technology to help connect children to other experiences, and to bring extended family into our 
community through new initiatives. We found tremendous gratification by bridging generations 
and are planning to deepen the connections in the coming year. Our pre-school families learned  

(continued on page 14)



The pandemic of 2020-21 wreaked havoc initially for all of us – teachers, students, and families.  
We needed to pivot, quickly, and to create a whole new perspective on delivering meaningful 
Jewish education outside of the classroom walls.  Fortunately, we have used Skype as a learning 
alternative for many years, so we knew that at least Hebrew could be taught effectively through 
this platform.   

Our vulnerability was in duplicating the experiential learning environment that had proven so 
successful for our Sunday morning and Monday evening classes:  which was largely reliant on 
interactions between teachers and children, students with students, hands-on activities, music, 
trips to synagogues, churches, museums, etc., live presenters and special programs, weekly prayer 
opportunities and much more.

All we achieved during this pandemic was the direct result of our educators reinventing ideas, 
creating new methodologies, collaborating with one another, improving their technical skills, and 
finding innovative ways to continue having experiential learning at home.   

We learned that we are all resilient, all dependent on one another, and that we all care deeply 
about Jewish life. We learned to believe in miracles, as vaccines were developed and administered 
quickly throughout the community. Families were supportive and understanding, as changes 
occurred with immediacy.

We showed grit, determination, flexibility, and understanding through all the challenges of this 
pandemic. Our plan is for a return to ‘normalcy’ this fall, with in-person learning back in full form 
and feeling the togetherness that we so greatly missed.  Each of us is a link in the long chain of 
continued Jewish life, and this chain is emerging stronger than ever. Am Yisroel Chai.
Warmest Gratitude,

David Iskovitz, Religious School Director
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From the Religious School

J O E L  A N D  H E L E N  J A C O B S  R E L I G I O U S  S C H O O L
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Dear Friends, Chaverim;

I started working here at TBO when the pandemic was in full swing, two days before Rosh Hashanah.  While I 
have attended events at TBO prior to joining you as staff, I have only known this kehillah, sacred community from 
the inside during this challenging time.  I think that may give me an interesting perspective as to who you/we are.  
I look forward to your feedback!

I found a community that was warm, helpful, and yearning. What do I mean?

• People welcomed me with open arms.  You called to introduce yourselves or wrote notes.  You were
excited when I joined your programs on Zoom and each person I worked with made me feel welcome.
You have all been lovely!

• Not only were people warm and helpful to me, I saw people helping each other over and over again.
o When we had to move the pickup of the first Grab and Go Deli due to a snowstorm, I was

concerned some of our elders would not be able to drive at night to pick their food up.  When
I asked the participants for volunteers to deliver to others if needed, over half of you offered to
help!

o A number of people lost their jobs so others picked up the slack with their donations and people
gave us gift cards we could use to help feed people who needed it.

o A number of congregants helped others arrange vaccine appointments and/or drove them there.
o People called others who were homebound and brought them groceries.  It was heartwarming to

see how people stepped up to help others.
• It was also apparent to me how much your community meant to you as people expressed their yearning

to me.  You yearned to be together, in large groups and small.  You yearned to be together to pray, to play, 
to celebrate and to mourn. You also really missed being here, at 60 Overlook.  You wanted to be here
to volunteer, to engage in activities, to pray. It became quite apparent that Temple B’nai Or is not just a
building to you, but a sacred space where you create memories and community together which, for many
of you, makes you feel closer to God as well as to each other.

As we move forward, I want to help you maintain this warmth, this helpfulness, as we re-connect as a people, a 
kehillah, in this sacred space.  For a number of years, people have predicted the end of the synagogue as we know 
it.  I think we have learned at TBO that our joy in each other at this place will be needed, wanted, and supported 
for a long time to come.

Thank you,

Barbara Kavadias

B a r b a r a  K a v a d i a s
E x e c u t i v e  D i r e c t o r

F r o m  t h e  D e s k

o f  t h e

E X E C U T I V E
D I R E C T O R
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Greetings everyone!

This past year has certainly presented all of us with new challenges and the occasion to learn more about 
ourselves, our families, and our friends.

During the past several months, the TBO Budget Committee remained hard at work to ensure that we honored 
our commitments to the congregation, to continue operating as best as possible while managing our overall 
economic health. We remained extremely agile and diligent, reacting and responding appropriately to any new 
situation, including:

• Funding the purchase and installation of equipment and supplies to keep our committed staff and Pre-
School and Religious School children safe

• Investing in new technology to make the online services and virtual events as seamless as possible
• Refurbishing the courtyard to host outside events
• Implementing a new system to enable congregants to directly access their family information

At the same time, we were faced with some unexpected repairs that needed to be addressed.  

This reaffirmed the absolute need to manage the budget carefully and to ensure we were spending with great 
care.  Going forward, we will continue to operate in a similar manner and leverage the lessons we learned this 
past year, such as having effective controls on spending and allocating investments to the most critical needs and 
opportunities.

At the same time, we learned that our community is highly committed to supporting the financial needs of the 
Temple by showing tremendous generosity throughout the year.  For this, we are truly thankful.

The result of our effort is good news, as we are tracking to end this year meeting our budget commitments.  
In addition, by qualifying for a Paycheck Protection Program Loan as part of the government CARES 
ACT, we were able to fund our payroll costs and use proceeds from congregant donations to erase the 
historic deficit that had accumulated over the past several years, as spending surpassed our revenue 
sources.

Starting the year in this position enables greater opportunity to make critical strategic investments that 
will continue to improve our member experience for current and future generations. 

Thank you all.

Rick Simon

R i c h a r d  S i m o n
V P  o f  F i n a n c e  +  Tr e a s u r e r

V i e w  f r o m  t h e

T B O
B U D G E T

C O M M I T T E E
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O u r  R e - O p e n i n g  p r o c e s s 
c o n t i n u e s  w i t h
S u m m e r  Y o g a  C l a s s e s
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1. We launched a campaign aimed at directly benefitting those in need in our local community.  For 8
weeks in the early days of COVID-19, we highlighted a different local agency in our “Charity of the
Week” and raised money and awareness of the needs of many less fortunate in the Morristown area.  

2. Members of the committee have been volunteering monthly, packing and delivering boxes of food.  We
hosted the JRA last month, where 600 boxes of food were packed and delivered to people in need in
the MetroWest area.

3. We organized a drive-through food drive to benefit the Interfaith Food Pantry, collecting much needed
food and other items.

4. We hosted the “Safeguarding Our Vote” workshop in September 2020 and joined the NJ Religious
Action Center campaign to increase voter turnout in our TBO Community.

5. We joined and became involved in both Morris Area Together and NJ RAC’s racial justice campaigns.
6. Many members participated in the 18-Day Challenge, focused on issues of racial justice sponsored

through the Jewish Federation of Greater MetroWest.

So, we ask ourselves:  what have we learned about ourselves, our committee, and our community during COVID?  
We learned that we can be helpful, responsive, compassionate, resourceful and strong advocates.  Our activities 
demonstrate great impact at various levels within our local community and we are proud that we continued to 
do acts of loving kindness during COVID, while keeping safe.  As we emerge from COVID, we look forward to 
continuing our social action activities.

Stay safe,

Tanya Simon and Judy Stein-Lowenthal,

Co-Chairs, TBO Social Action Committee

Social Action Committee was active during Covid-19!



O u r  R e - O p e n i n g  p r o c e s s 
c o n t i n u e s  w i t h

I s r a e l i  F o l k  D a n c e  C l a s s e s
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 The Covid-19 pandemic required all of us to adjust to a new, frightening reality.  We are pleased to report that 
the Renaissance Group rose to this challenge and handled it well.  We learned that, as a group, we are more 
resilient and perhaps more creative than we had realized.

Renaissance switched to a Zoom format and were delighted with how smoothly we all were able to transition 
to this new technology.  We also came to appreciate some of the advantages of Zoom, namely that one could 
now cast a wider net for speakers and programs.  Thus, we were able to offer a very diverse schedule of events, 
from postulating what America in 2050 might look like to examining the architecture of synagogue designer 
Eric Mendelsohn, to a fantastic concert presented by TBO’s own Josh Conklin.  We were pleased to share this 
programming with an average of 25 attendees per event.

Going forward, we hope to harness and nurture the enthusiastic support of our members to continue to 
offer presentations that will interest, stimulate and entertain.  We also look forward to returning to in-person 
meetings, hopefully next fall, so that friendships can be renewed in the flesh and the important tradition of 
breaking bread together can be resumed.  But, mindful of our pandemic experience, we also anticipate offering 
hybrid programming to accommodate those who find it easier or more comfortable to participate from afar, as 
well as to allow us to continue to draw programming from a wider geographical area.

The Renaissance Group is entirely self-funded; we do not receive financial support from TBO.  During the 
pandemic, we suspended all fees and dues.  Consequently, we were especially heartened by the number of our 
members who donated to Renaissance and/or who chose to sponsor an event.  Their generous support has 
helped to keep us solvent and has furthered our resolve to keep the Renaissance Group, founded in 1989, vibrant 
far into the future.

Stay safe and stay involved!

Carol Marin and Stuart Rayvid

Co-Chairs, Renaissance

Renaissance rose to the challenge of Covid-19!



Legacy Giving is after-lifetime giving.  It is a commitment to give to 
Temple in the future, from your estate.  This money is not given during 
your lifetime.

In one way or another, your life is rooted in Jewish experiences 
connecting you to Temple B’nai Or.  Chances are, you already support Temple, but have you included us 
in your will or planned giving?  By leaving a legacy you can assure the traditions you cherish today will 
exist for the future generations.

By making a Legacy Commitment and joining the Temple B’nai Or Legacy Giving Circle , you can:

• Know you’ve made a contribution to your synagogue that has been an important part of your
family’s Jewish life

• Further convey your commitment to being Jewish
• Set an example for your family and community
• Have an impact on Temple B’nai Or in the future in a way you might not be able to do today
• Help provide the foundation for a lasting Jewish community here
• Strengthen Temple B’nai Or to preserve Jewish tradition now and in the future

There are many ways you can leave a legacy gift.  To explore your options and for more information 
please contact any member of our legacy team:  Michele Murray, Gary Aidekman, Keith Barbarosh, 
Barbara Kavadias or Bil l Schlosser.
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From the Pre-School (continued from page 6)

about the high level of expertise of our teaching staff. Engaging young children via zoom is not 
an easy task, and our teachers brought the highest level of learning possible. The amount of 
appreciation we have received from our families has been incredible. 

Most importantly, I learned a tremendous amount about my amazing Pre-School colleagues. The 
days were made longer due to additional cleaning protocols. The added stress of putting their 
lives at risk was something they faced with courage and strength. The addition of new technology 
and paperwork added an additional layer to their already complicated work. The passion and 
dedication they put forth provided an environment that looked and felt the same for the children, 
despite their added workload. Our school’s greatest resource is the love our teaching staff brings 
into our building. My already deep respect has grown deeper. This learning is something our 
entire community has benefitted from.

Our Covid journey will continue for a while, but the knowledge we have gained will continue to 
uplift our entire Temple community; uniting us with one another and providing indelible memories 
of this unique time we shared. Our future rests upon this new and innovative foundation. We 
look forward to healthy, safe, and extraordinary times ahead. 

With tremendous gratitude,
Jennie Rubin
Director of Early Childhood Education
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Have you heard?   TBO has a new integrated synagogue data management program called ShalomCloud.  This program has 
features that will give you the ability to manage your membership information - on your computer, tablet or smartphone.  
It is also now available for making payments and donations.

We are doing a step-by-step rollout of ShalomCloud: 

1. Membership Info. We are ready for you to log in, review, and update your own member information.  You should 
have gotten a letter inviting you to do this.  If not, please call the office, 973-539-4539.  

2. Religious School Registration.  On 6.17.21 we sent out Religious School Registration that, when completed by you, 
will allow you to pay online.  If you have kids in the school (or want to enroll kids in the school) and did not get 
this letter, please call Barbara Sherman in the office, 973-539-4539

3. Membership Pledges. On or near 6.28.21, we will send out the 21/22 member pledge forms. 

If you have not done so yet, PLEASE LOGIN TO REVIEW AND UPDATE YOUR MEMBERSHIP INFO.  It is important for 
you to do this so you will be ready for School Registration and Membership Pledging.  If you need help, we made some 
videos with step-by-step instructions and troubleshooting advise.  Please watch the VIDEO:  How Do I Log Into My Shalom 
Cloud Account (or type this into your browser:  https://bit.ly/ShalomCloudVideo-Login).  If it is not enough, the office staff 
is ready to help you.

When you log in to your member portal you will have access to:  

•	 Your own personal Membership Information. 

•	 Yahrzeits.   Please contact the office if you think any of your yahrzeit information is not correct.

•	 Setting the Visibility of Your Own Contact Information. 

•	 Membership Directory.  You can search the membership directory to find other members.

•	 Instructions on what to look for and how to do this are in our second VIDEO:  What To Do Now That I'm Logged 
In (or type this into your browser:  https://bit.ly/ShalomCloudVideo-WhatToDoNow)

After you have logged in, you will now also be able to be billed and pay your bills online.  Using the new system, we will no 
longer have to charge you for ACH transfers (bank payments) and we are able to lower your credit card charges to below 
3%.  We will slowly be phasing out Acceptiva and hopefully by the fall, we will have a new donation page up on the website.

If you do not use email or do not want to receive electronic bills, please let us know in the office so that we will continue 
to send you paper bills. 

If you have any problems or questions as you go along, please contact the office (973-539-4539).  Elaine Searing and Barb 
Sherman will be available to help you. If they cannot, they will pass you on to our Executive Director, Barbara Kavadias, 
and hopefully she will be able to help you solve your issue.  She is also thinking about doing a live, online demo with 
opportunities for Q&A.  Please write Barbara at execdirector@templebnaior.org if you think this would be helpful.  

S H A L O M  C L O U D

mailto:execdirector@templebnaior.org
https://bit.ly/ShalomCloudVideo-Login
https://bit.ly/ShalomCloudVideo-Login
https://bit.ly/ShalomCloudVideo-WhatToDoNow


RABBI MICHAEL SATZ’S 

DISCRETIONARY FUND

In honor of

Benny Glaser’s Bar Mitzvah

     *Andrea and David Glaser

Daniel Gold’s Bar Mitzvah

     *Robin and Andy Gold

Harvey Eliyahu Asher Putman

     *Susan and Gary Aidekman

     *Dana and David Putman

Rabbi Satz on the occasion of

               Mia’s Orim Graduation

     *Linda and Marc Rubman

In memory of

Larry Jacobson

     Bari and Lee Ecker

     Audrey and Ira Forman

     Susan Levinson and Robert

               Agrusti

Shirley Platt

     *Suzanne Atkin and Robert Platt

Dolores Sevrin

     *Susan Sevrin

CANTOR GALIT DADOUN COHEN’S

DISCRETIONARY FUND 

     *Tara and Eric Strauss  

In honor of

Cantor Galit on the occasion of

               Mia’s Orim Graduation

     *Linda and Marc Rubman

Charlie Beyer’s Bar Mitzvah

     *Joan and Herb Goldberg

Benny Glaser’s Bar Mitzvah

     *Andrea and David Glaser

Daniel Gold’s Bar Mitzvah

     *Robin and Andy Gold

Leah Gottsegen’s Bat Mitzvah

     *Wendy and Paul Gottsegen

In memory of

Judy Droar

     Carol and Matthew Marin

     *Rosalyn and Jerome Schnee

David Rifkin

     Carol and Matthew Marin

                                                                   

RABBI Z. DAVID LEVY ENDOWMENT 
FUND

In memory of

Marcia Debrovner

     Deenie Schlosser

In memory of

Jay Goldman

     *Joy and Leon Kurland

     Lois and Simon Leventhal

Lynn Kramer

     Deenie Schlosser

Morris Levy

     *Joyce Levy and Family

Ed Robinson

     Deenie Schlosser

JOEL AND HELEN JACOBS RELIGIOUS 
SCHOOL ENDOWMENT FUND

In honor of

Shaina Fields’ Bat Mitzvah

     Carol and Matthew Marin

In honor of

David Iskovitz on the occasion of

               Mia’s Orim Graduation

     *Linda and Marc Rubman

In memory of

Judy Droar

     Joan, Brian and Justine Murray

BUILDING FUND

In memory of

Larry Jacobson

     *Gay Klapman

GENERAL GIVING FUND

     *Drew Matilsky

In honor of

Harvey Aidekman baby naming

     Stacey and Bill Schlosser

Dave Anolick

     Alise and Marty Ford

     Stacey and Bill Schlosser 1 6

Tributes
Acts of Loving Kindness



Charlie Beyer’s Bar Mitzvah

     Ricki Bernstein

     Lindsey and David Dubman

Andy Chernack’s Bar Mitzvah

     Betty and Jim Rothschild

Shaina Fields’ Bat Mitzvah

     Lindsey and David Dubman

Daniel Gold’s Bar Mitzvah

     *Barbara and Robert Gold

Tobi Goldman

     Stacey and Bill Schlosser

Mark Hyczko on his dedication

            Of making music that 

             Makes TBO what it is        

     *Linda and Marc Rubman

Rachel Moss

     *Robin and Adam Kane 

Rabbi Satz and Cantor Dadoun 

               Cohen with thanks for

               help when my sister died

     *Laura and James Hirschfield

In memory of

Judy Droar

     Carol and Dan Barkin

     Robin Leitner

     Stacey and Bill Schlosser

Larry Jacobson

     Carol and Dan Barkin

     Ricki Bernstein

     Carol and Matthew Marin

      Mindy Zaziski

Steve Kalafer

     Hallie and Jeffrey Beyer

Sylvia Siegel

     Alise and Marty Ford

     *Ellen Rich 

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
FRANCES AND HERBERT BRODY PRE-
SCHOOL FUND

In memory of

Rita Weber

     *Adrienne Weber

LISA K. GOLDBERG PRE-SCHOOL

TUITION ASSISTANCE FUND

In honor of

Ryan Goldberg’s 11th Birthday

     Joan and Herb Goldberg

In memory of

Lisa Goldberg

     Joan and Herb Goldberg

Rosalie Jaffe

     Joan and Herb Goldberg

Dr. Michael Raskin

     Joan and Herb Goldberg

SHABBAT SHIRA FUND

In honor of

Shaina Fields’ Bat Mitzvah

     Alise and Marty Ford

JEWISH BOOK COUNCIL

In honor of

Meet the Author Series

     Ronnie Weinstein 

PURIM BASKETS

    * Susan and Marc Lebowitz

    * Mitzi Szerlip

GIVING TREE

PLANTING FOR TBO’S FUTURE

Blossoms

     *Carol and Dan Barkin

     *Hallie and Jeffrey Beyer

     *Beth and Josh Gellert

     *Julia and Seth Kanowitz

     *The Kotkin Family

     *The A. Noble Family

     *Marilyn Szerlip

Leaves

     *Susan and Gary Aidekman

     *Leslie Bolin

     *Lisa and Jeffrey Libman

     *Deenie Schlosser

Branches

     *Cory and Greg Pine

     *Michele and Greg Murray

Trunk

     *Susan Levinson and Robert

               Agrusti

Roots

     *Mary Fernandez and Adam

               Buchsbaum

     *Ilene and Bruce Jacobs

     *Poppy and Richard Segal

B’NAI MITZVAH 2021 CLASS GIFT

Thank you to the B’nai Mitzvah parents 
who gave to the 2021 Class Gift

     *Laura and Eric Axler

     *Hallie and Jeffrey Beyer

     *Jessica Temlock-Fields and

               David Fields

    *Beth and Josh Gellert

    *Kelly McCormick and Sam Horowitz

    *Julia and Seth Kanowitz
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     *The Kotkin Family

     *Jessica and Jason Levy

     *The Scheiner Family

     *Laila and Jeremy Sebiri

     *Lauri and Jim Stroup

     *Sheryl and Glenn Waldorf

YAHRZEIT FUND 

In memory of

Nathan J. Ackerman

     Barbara Muller-Ackerman and

               Mike Ackerman

Leonard Atkin

     *Suzanne and Robert Platt

Martin Barkin

     Carol and Dan Barkin

Donald Beck

     *Jill and David Goret

     *The Hamwee Family

Laura Beck

     *Jill and David Goret

Revella Benson

     *Ellen Benson

Mary Berliner

     Joan and Herb Goldberg

Stanley Meyer Blaustein

     *Abby and Howard Blaustein

               And Family

Douglas Bleiman

     Rosalyn and Jerome Schnee 

Rose Breitstein

     Susan Levinson and

               Robert Agrusti

Jack Byk

     *Cecily and Jordan Byk 

Dr. Morris Chernack

     Nancy and Bill Chernack

Max Cohen

     Charlotte and Nelson Cohen

Rose Cohen

      Rona and B. Mark Cohen

Joel Martin Deitch

     *Lori and Michael Gervis

Anna Dumbroff

     Judy, Larry, Paul and Andrew

               Kessler

Eugenie Ehrlich

     Bruce Goldman and The

               Thomas Family

Susan Ehrlich

     Melissa Thomas Family and

               Bruce Goldman

Jack Feinblum

     Phyllis and Dave Feinblum

Celia E. Feldman

     Amy, David, Adam, Tati and

               Matt Feldman 

Dorothy Fischer

     Pam, Chris, Ben and Shannon

               Phillips

Frieda Freedman

     *The Scheiner Family

Ernest Fried

     Wendy and Peter Fried

Lillie Fried

     Dana and Jordan Fried

Oscar Gervis

     *Lori and Michael Gervis

Ethel Cohen Ginsberg

     Charlotte and Nelson Cohen

Joseph A. Goldman

     Melissa Goldman Thomas and

               Bruce Goldman

Geraldine Goren

     Linda and Lawrence Goren

Raymond Gorman

     Linda and Lawrence Goren

Lillian Goss

     Debbi and Joel Farkas

Robert Hoffman

     Anne and Mel Miller

Rose Hoffman

     Anne and Mel Miller

Dr. Joel Holstein

     Debbi and Joel Farkas

Beatrice Holzer

     Phyllis and Dave Feinblum

Florence Katz

     Sandy and Phil Werner

Samuel Katz

     Sandy and Phil Werner

Steven Kenner

     *Theresa and Barry Kenner

Edith Leventhal

     Lois and Simon Leventhal

Lydie Levy

     *Eli Levy

Frieda Lipten

     Dana and Jordan Fried

Sam Lipten

     Dana and Jordan Fried

Sadye Luckton

     Ricki Bernstein

Sig Mayer

     Laura and Bob Mayer

Fred Mechanic

     Jeannie and Scott Neufeld

Jean Mechanic
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     Jeannie and Scott Neufeld

Earl Miller

     Susan and Michael Miller

David Mitre

     Elaine and Geoffrey Weinman

Rosalind P. Muller

     *Barbara Muller-Ackerman and

               Mike Ackerman

Sari Muller

     Sandy and Barry Efros

Florence Orgel

     Phyllis and Dave Feinblum

William Orgel

     Phyllis and Dave Feinblum

Frank Pall

     *Pearl Schlossman and David

               Pall

Rose Pearl

     The Oliver Family

Samuel Petok

     Carol and Dan Barkin

Bernard Price

     Carol and Matthew Marin

Jerome Rayvid

     Barbara and Stuart Rayvid

Harry Resh

     *Michele and Paul Yampolsky

Alice Riskin

     *Maxine and Harry Riskin

Paul Rosenberg

     *Nadine Milberg

Ruth Rosenberg

     Nancy and Bill Chernack

Mira Rosenkrans

     Laura and Bob Mayer

Gussie Saffer

     Renee and Jeffrey Brandler

Jack Safran

     Lisa and Craig Safran

Renee Safran

     Lisa and Craig Safran

Ruth Sichel

     Brenda and Leonard Sichel

Esther Snow

     Phyllis and Dave Feinblum

Ron Spiegler

     Stephanie and Michael Zucker

               and Family

Eliot Steinberg

     *Sue, Andy, Sammie, and Zach

               Steinberg

Adele Weinberg

     Shari and Steve Leviss

Charles Weinberg

     *Shari and Steve Leviss

Joseph Weinberg

     Shari and Steve Leviss

Jean Weinstein

     Brenda and Leonard Sichel

Rosalind Zaborsky

     Donna Feuerzeig

*Donation of $50 or more    

Updated 6.18.2021       
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June 4, 2021

Jaime Benes

Sol Braunstein

Susan Broadwin

Elsie Bromberg

Edyth Byrnes

Minerva Cohen

Frances Davich

Johnet Dorman

Joseph Frischman

Rose Gilbert

Anna Goldstein

Benjamin Herzfeld

Edward Hochberg

Joseph Jacobs

Tillie Kramer

Marcia Levine

Oscar Lewis

Mildred Libman

Trude Lilienfeld

Jeanette Myers

Susan Nadler

Irving Pober

Martin L. Robinson

Sarah Rouslin

Erwin Rudbart

Abraham Schlosser

Edward Sonder

Hedwig Stern

Benjamin Yelin

Rita Zausner

Abraham Zlotkin

 

June 11, 2021

Estelle Atkin

Lynne Bernstein

Frances Brody

Milton Efros

Ruth Schall Epstein

Ben Friedman

Lisa Goldberg

Edith Halpern

Murray Israel

Ralph Kanders

Hilda Kasdin

Brian Murray

Sidney Ostrowitz

Susan Reich

Elaine Rosner

Mabel Rossman

Beulah Rouse

Bertha Rudd

Samuel Sains

Rae Samach

Abner Simetz

Saul Skobel

Michael Steiner

Morris Tabachnikoff

Milton Waldman

Irving Weinman

Else Widmann

Pauline Wolfson

Arthur Zisfein

 

June 18, 2021

Allan Barbarosh

Ira Joseph Barbash

Ethan Amos Dadoun Cohen

Dottie Dicker

Mollie Feingold

Sylvia Finkelstein

Harold Fox

Myron Goldberg

Ruth Goodman

Irene Hecht

Sheryl Iskovitz

Chaim Krauze

Nancy Levine

Elaine Lewis

Murray Luckton

Rachel Leah Meltzer

Rose Neier

Elizabeth Ruther

Leo Sayette

Alexander Silverstein

Pauline Gluck Solomon

Mae Teweles
 2 0
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Irving Vogel

Fred Wang

Sol Wiener

 

June 25, 2021

Herman Benson

Frances Berkwits

Benjamin Block

Rose A. Cheskin

Cherie Wolf Echikson

Elaine B. Fleischaker

Rita Gold

Barnett Goldblatt

Mollie Goldstein

Miriam Gordon

Evelyn Herbst

Neil A. Kleinberg

Doris Levin

 Ada Phillips

Harvey Phillips

Ruth Rose

Louis Rosenberg

Sylvia Rosenthal

Marc  Hamilton Schlosser

Steven Sevrin

Isaac Singer

Grace Strauss

Arthur Temlock

Rita Unger 

Bernard Wolper

Yosef Yissachar

 

July 2, 2021

Abner Cohen

Isedor Cohen

Leah Cylinder

Erwin Delson

Esther Meister Fleeger

Aaron Forman

Herbert Frankel

Joseph Glick

Levi Itzchak Breslerman

Alexander Kogan

Bernard Marin

Ruth Mufson

Rae Pall

Ralph Parris

Sidney Rotz

Beulah Rouse

Blanche M. Schwarz

Sidney Schwarz

Rose Siderer

Morris Solomon

Scott Spiegel

Judy Steinberg

Suzanne Sten-Taubman

Marilyn Tenebaum

Richard van Frank

Michael Peter Weinberg

Hannah Witmondt

Gertrude Wolper

 

July 9, 2021

Suzanne Antoine

Jerome Bernstein

Hyman Botkin

Devorah Breslerman

Nathan Burger

Dr. J. George Diamond

Marilyn Domalewski

Irving Erenstein

Sheila Joan Fine

Jacob Fisch

James Gingold

Betty Goldberg

Eva Goldman

Louis Goodman

Harriet Grandis

Doris Stern Henryson

Mollie Iskovitz

Charlotte Levin

Herman P. Lieberman

Maurice Leon Macht

Belle Polow

Irving Rubin

Victoria Stein

Merrill Tenenbaum

Claire Thomsen

Irving Weiss

Dora Weissbach

Lillian S. Werner

Meyer Wexler

Jewell Zucker

 

July 16, 2021

George Anzel

Gregory P. Argand

Lillian Ossre Cohen

Adolph Fischer

Jack Fleischaker

Shari Goldman

Judith Hanowitz

Eva Hess

Shirley Hilowitz

Lillian Katzman

Gloria Loewenthal

Irving Milstein

B. Louis Nierenberg
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Mary Rabinowitz

Chanah bat Lazar Rubell

Yitzchak ben Menashe Rubell

Pearl Silverstein

Nathan Weissman

 

July 23, 2021

Joseph Acker

Stephen Beizer

Hillel Ben-Asher

Esther Berger

Abraham Broadwin

Ruth Filenbaum

Benjamin Furstman 

Lee Gewirtz

Nathan S. Haberman

Arthur Horn

Sarah Litwin

Elizabeth Meizinger

Ruth Mitre

Betty Pardo

Brenda Pliskin

Kathryn Podolsky

Samuel L. Riskin

Anita Saltzman

Alfred Spurr

Max Stein

William Stein

Irving Tepperberg

Sarah Wachtel

Albert M. Weiss

Daniel Weitz

Joseph White

Sonia Tepperman Zurowsky

 

July 30, 2021

Kathy Anolick

Margot Berger

Tillie Bernstein

Dorothy Bozulich

Jack Nathaniel Breckman

Alice Brighton

Rose Brown

Betty Callea 

Elchanan Echikson

Abraham Fisch

Rose Flatt

Samuel Friedman

Roslyn Ginsberg

Betty Goldner

Nathan Grinoch

Norman Grober

Sam Hooberman

David Kirsten

Ruth Mayer

Helen Munitz

Arthur Pall

Franklin Pall

Felix Rosen

Harry Peter Stern

William Taffet

William Titon

Lela Weissglass

 

August 6, 2021

Aaron Adler

Nathan Borenstein

Anna Einaugler

Sydonya Fox

Sadye Friedman

Morty Gewirtz

Sophie Glassner

Maxwell Goldstein

Frada Gutentag

Edna Jacobson

Jerome Jacobson

Rachel Jenkins

Emanuel Kahn

Richard Kalin

Marilyn Kaufman

Fern Libow

Bernice Litman

Hans Neuberg

Stan Pomerantz

Ruth Schulte

Mollie Silverstein

Phyllis Silvestain

Louis Wachtel

Ruth C. Waters

Samuel Weinberg

Sam Weinberger

Anna Kritzman Yampolsky

Janet Yarnis

 

August 13, 2021

Judy Abberman

Robert Abberman

Joseph Aresty

Susan Axler

Lillian Barnstone

Barbara Beck

Pearl Braunstein

Toby Dachs

Morris Davich

Samuel A. Feuerzeig

Jacob Fleishfarb

Fritz Fridezko
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Ruth Goldman

Florence Goldstein

Louis Gordon

Kenneth Kohen

Anthony Meehan

Edward H. Newmark

David E. Olsher

Anna  Orgel

Dr. Marcus Ossre

Gustave Maynard Piermont

Audrey Polikoff

Irving Rusoff

Esse Schlosser

Dorothy Schlossman

Stanley Schlossman

Herbert Schultz

Jack Stern

Sidney Weissbach

Irving Wiener

 

August 20, 2021

Jack Alter

Martin Becker

Harvey Bert Reisman

Roslyn Cheskin

Yetta Cohen

Edith Flatow

Gerard Flatow

Irving Gendell

Sol Gordon

Richard Klapman

Fannie Lippman

David Rudd

Marcia Samuels

Archie Schacher

Vivian Shrem

Viola Silver

Byrdie Steiner

Leonard Szerlip

Ida Weiss

Audrey Zubkoff

 

August 27, 2021

Gerald Aresty

Josephine Aresty

Garth Blier

Sylvania Alves Da Costa

Edward Epstein

Bernard Feuerzeig

Abraham Fleigelman

Edward Goldman

Joseph Grendorfer

Sylvia Landau

Sadie A. Lass

Benjamin Leff

Marion Moffet

Michael Neier

Fred Palace

Isaac Pardo

Stuart Pochapin

Doris Rosenberg

Rosetta Rossoff

Thomas E. Sample

Joseph Schick

Philip Schnee

Sylvia Schnee

Gerda Schultz

Maureen Schwartz

Millicent P. Solomon

Roslyn Van Wiemolkly

Julia Ward

Celia Youngelson

Thelma Zane

 

September 3, 2021

Toni Berliner

Harry Cheskin

Dorothy Chopin

Evelyn Cohen

Isadore Dolins

Louis Dorf

Helen Fisch

Jascha Fischermann

Julius Friedman

Carole Goldman

William Goldstein

Beatrice Hoffman

Hilda Isakower

Carol Kerievsky

Joseph A. Laba

Rose Lewis

Robert Loeb

Laura Mackoff

Betty Morrissey

Estelle Palace

Rosalie Provda

Evelyn Goldberg Rotz

Eugene Schacher

Ann Selwyn

Samuel Siegel

Miriam Silverstein

Muriel Spiegel

Gussie Waldman

Sidney Zane

Paul Zausner

Lillian Zwerling
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September 10, 2021

Eli Ancowitz

Emma Aresty

Morris Bedrin

Dora Bleiman

Harriet Broadwin

Tillie Case

Rose Epstein

Frances Fridezko

Helen Getzoff

Barry Glick

Eugene Gordon

Arthur Gottsegen

Abraham Horn

Esther Leff

Joseph S. Leventhal

Perry Levey

Alice Leviss

Samuel Miller

Frances Oberst

Sarah Pollack

Betty Portnory

Ellen Reiber

Max Schaffer

Michael Sorkin

David Szerlip

Sol Weinberg

Oscar S. Weiss

Melissa Wexler

Gertrude White

 

September 17, 2021

Arthur Borinsky

Milton Cobert

Herbert Epstein

Benjamin Farkas

Alexander Filenbaum

Esther B. Fisch

Henry Friedland

Ethyl Goodman

Hannah Horowitz

Rosalyn Kaplan

Ruth Olefson

Selma Oliver

Ethel Parris

Allen Ravin

Jeanne Rayvid

Samuel Sanitz

Evelyn E. Shaffer

Morton Sichel

Marion Silverstein

Lynn Stein

Joseph Steinberg

Leonard Tolkoff

Anita Ungerleider

Celia Zisfein

 

September 24, 2021

Jacob Ainbender

Harry N. Ballot

John Berger

Edna Blank

Anthony Blassberg

Ileane Dickman

Josephine Dubovy

Bessie Filenbaum

Lois Furstman

Vera Glass

Ida P. Glick

Michael Golum

Morris Horowitz

Michele Iskovitz

Wendy Keil

Abram  Krakower

Richard Landau

David Levy

Harry Levy

Frieda Mauskopf

Gustave Nierenberg

George Raskin

Phyllis Raskin

Ruth Raskin

Seigfried Schloss

Hans Schran

May Schwartz

Philip Singer

Jerry Stein

Sigmund Weinschenk
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 I N  M E M O R I A M

W h e n  c h e r i s h e d  t i e s  a r e  b r o k e n , 
o u r  b u r d e n  o f  s a d n e s s  i s  m a d e 

l i g h t e r  b y  t h e  s y m p a t h y  a n d 
c o m f o r t  o f  f r i e n d s .  

T h e  C o n g r e g a t i o n  e x t e n d s  i t s 
s y m p a t h y  t o  t h e  f a m i l i e s  o f :

R o g e r  B u s c h

M a e  G o r m a n

A b r a h a m  ( A r t )  G r i n o c h

S t e v e  K a l a f e r

H a r o l d  K a r n e r

R a c h e l l e  K l u m p e r b e e k

A l a n  L e v y

M y r n a  L e v y

H e n r i e t t a  C . W i l a n s k y
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